NOTE: WIRE SHIELDS TO CHASSIS GROUND POINT.

ELECTROID
FSB-1-4-24V
FAIL SAFE BRAKE

SHIELDS

AMP 206151-1
206158-1

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
LICK OBSERVATORY

IMAGE FLAT MIRROR
STAGE WIRING
ESI SPECTROGRAPH

REVISION

02/18/97 CHANGED WIRING TO REFLECT SEPARATE SOLENOID PLATE (REV. B)
01/15/98 CHANGED FROM AIR TO SERVO STAGE
02/26/98 Swapped pins on OPTO-22 relay.
7/24/98 CORRECTED EXPANSION CABLE DESIGNATIONS
16-15-98 ADDED PROTECTION DIODE ACROSS BRAKE COIL
7-26-99 CHANGED LABEL ON RELAY FROM LOCK TO BRAKE
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